With Axess
on the top
Jennerbahn
From now on, the new Jennerbahn will take
everyone up to 1,800 meters all day and relies
on Axess not only for access management.

With a total investment volume of 47

which brings mountain climbers, summer

million euros, the construction of the

visitors and skiers to their destination.

Germany

Jennerbahn is currently one of the most
important cable car projects in Germany.

To make sure that the Jenner remains

The Jenner impresses not only with the

an attractive destination for everyone,

mountain station at the summit including

accessibility in all areas is a top priority.

a breathtaking view, but also with a cir-

This is also reflected in the ticketing and

cular hiking trail and the perfect photo

access management system used, as the

backdrop for the whole family. From lei-

latest solutions from Axess RESORT SO-

surely hut hikes to summit and multi-day

LUTIONS were used here. For example,

tours - there is something for everyone.

the AX500 Smart Gate NG access points

After a two-year construction period, it

were equipped with the latest scanners

shines in new splendour since July 2019

and barrier-free entrances to allow fast

and cannot be compared with its prede-

and easy access to the gondolas. The

cessor from 1953. The 10-passenger gon-

products are all manufactured in our own

dola lift is particularly impressive with its

plant in Innsbruck. The same applies to

almost silent and comfortable operation,

RFID tickets for season tickets or daily

Axess PICK UP BOX 600

and weekly ski passes, as well as barcode

solutions of Axess Locker Management

tickets for mountain/valley rides in sum-

(lockers for sports equipment) and on the

mer.

various versions of Axess Smart Cards.
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Thanks to these smart solution, visitors
To make sure that hiking sticks, skis and

can book a personal locker when buying

co. are safely stowed away after the spor-

tickets. This saves time and nerves!
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ting activity, the Jennerbahn relies on the
The ticket purchase can also be completed without waiting times: the Axess WEB
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SHOP in combination with the Axess
PICK UP BOX 600 offers an elegant solution to get to a ticket quickly and easi-
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ly. Whether by voucher or QR code on a
smartphone, the ticket is in the hands of
the visitor in 0. 2 seconds. This elegant
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solution is very popular with visitors from
all over the world, leaving more time for
the important things.
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